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RIGHT SIMPLE CONGRUENCES ON A
SEMIGROUP

FRANCIS E. MASAT

The purpose of this paper is to investigate necessary and
sufficient conditions on an algebraic semigroup in order that it
have non-trivial right simple homomorphic images. Relative to
this, the relation between the structure of S and the structure of its
right simple homomorphs is characterized.

The main questions considered are:
(1) What characterizes a right simple (right group) con-

gruence on a semigroup?
(2) Can the conditions found for question (1) be made min-

imal in order that a maximum right simple homomorph occurs?

In §2, question (1) is answered in terms of right neat subsets of a
semigroup. The concepts of minimal right neat subsets and minimal right
ideals are used in §3 to obtain some sufficient conditions in order that
question (2) may be answered in the affirmative. Relative to the stated
sufficient conditions, a structure theorem is given. Also in §3, left cancel-
lative congruences are used to generate right group homomorphs of a
semigroup.

The right-left duals of all results established will be taken for granted
without further comment. For basic concepts, definitions, and terminology,
the reader is referred to Clifford and Preston (1). Also, 5 \ 7 denotes set
difference, |S| denotes the cardinality of the set S.

2. Right simple congruences. A semigroup S is called right [left]
simple if it contains no proper right [left] ideal. A group, then, is just a
semigroup that is both left and right simple, [1, p. 39]. A semigroup S is
called a right group if it is right simple and left cancellative. This means that
for any a and b in S there exists a unique x in S such that ax = b.

A semigroup S is said to be regular if for each a in S, a is also in aSa.
When S is regular, the set of idempotents of S is nonempty and will be
denoted by Es. If there is no danger of ambiguity, E will be used instead of
Es.

The following results are stated for later application.

LEMMA 2.1. [1, Lemma 1.26, p. 37]. Every idempotent element of a
right simple semigroup S is a left identity element ofS.
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LEMMA 2.2 [1]. The following assertions concerning a semigroup S are
equivalent:

(1) Sis a right group.
(2) S is right simple, and contains an idempotent.
(3) S is a direct product Gx E of a group G and a right zero semigroup

E.
(4) S is a union of ίsomorphic disjoint groups such that the set of

identity elements of the groups is a right zero subsemigroup ofS.
(5) S is regular and left cancellative.

REMARK 2.3. When a congruence p is such that S/p is the maximal
homomorphic image of S of type C, as in [2, p. 275] and [2, Theorem 11.
25(A), p. 276], then p will be called the minimum congruence on S of type C
and S/p will be called the maximum homomorphic image of S of type C.

In other words, Sfp is the maximum C-image if and only if p is of type
C and p C σ for each congruence σ which is of type C Moreover, the
phrases "right group congruence" and "group congruence" will be denoted
by RGC and GC respectively. When such a congruence is minimum, it will
be denoted by MRGC and MGC respectively.

The preceding proposition, (2.3), would seem to indicate that the
minimum right simple [right group, group] congruence on a semigroup S
could be found by considering the intersection of all the right simple [right
group, group] congruences on 5. However, the intersection of the right
simple congruences on a semigroup S need not be a right simple con-
gruence on S.

EXAMPLE 2.4. Let S be the additive semigroup of positive integers.
The group images of S are exactly all the finite multiplicative cyclic groups
and there is no maximal group among these. The intersection of the
induced congruences on S is the identity congruence t, but i is not a right
simple congruence since S is not right simple. Hence i is neither a right
group congruence nor a group congruence.

PROPOSITION. Every homomorphic image of a right simple semigroup
is right simple.

Alternately, a semigroup is right simple if and only if its minimum
right simple congruence is the identity congruence.

A subset X of a semigroup S is said to be a right [left] neat subset of S if
for each a in S there exists s in S such that as G X [sa G l ] . Right [left] neat
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subsets may also be viewed as those subsets of S which meet (have non-
empty intersection with) each right [left] ideal of the form aS[Sa] where a is
in S. A set t/is a cross section of a collection {Xa : a E A } of sets if and only
if\UΠXa\ = l forallainΛ.

If a semigroup S has proper right ideals, define the subset [/of 5 to be
any cross-section of the set of all (proper) right ideals of S. The set U meets
each principal right ideal of S and hence U is a proper right neat subset of
S. The converse is false since each singleton subset of a right simple
semigroup is right neat.

The next theorem shows the close relationship between the right neat
subsets of a semigroup S and the right simple congruences on S.

THEOREM. A homomorph Sθ of a semigroup S is right simple if and
only if each congruence class ofS modulo θ ° θ ~~ι is right neat.

The following theorem characterizes those right simple congruences
on a semigroup which are right group congruences.

THEOREM 2.5. A necessary and sufficient condition that a right simple,
congruence on a semigroup S be a right group congruence is that some
congruence class contain a subsemigroup ofS.

The next theorem generalizes a result due to Fontaine [4, Thm. 12, p.
784].

THEOREM 2.6. Suppose a semigroup S has a right neat subset K. Let p
be a congruence on S such that for each b in S and for each k in K9 there exists
an x in S such that (kx)pb. Then S/p is a right simple semigroup.

Proof For a in S, there exists/ in S such that ay E K. Hence/ar b in
S there exists x in Ssuch that (ayx)ρb. Thus ap (yx)p = bp, so S/p is a right
simple semigroup.

COROLLARY [4, Thm. 12, p. 784]. Let p be a congruence on a semigroup
S containing a right neat subset K. If(kb)ρbfor each b in S and for each k in
K, then'p is a right group congruence on S.

The next result shows what happens to the right ideals of a semigroup
under a right simple homomorphism.

THEOREM 2.7. Ifθ is a homomorphism of a semigroup S onto a right
simple semigroup S', then θ maps every right ideal ofS onto S'.
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Proof. If / is a right ideal of S, then (I)θ is a right ideal of S\ and
therefore (I)θ = S'.

COROLLARY 2.8. If a semigroup S has a left zero, then the minimum
right simple congruence on S is the universal congruence ω.

Semigroups with a right zero are considered in §3. A second corollary
is the following theorem of Lefebrve [6, Lemma 1, p. 2277],

COROLLARY 2.9. If θ is a homomorphism of a semigroup S onto a
group S*, then θ maps every ideal ofS onto S*.

The following result is a partial converse for Theorem 2.7.

THEOREM. Ifθ is a homomorphism of a right ideal R of a semigroup S
onto a right group S*, and ifR has a right identity, then θ can be extended to
a homomorphism ofS onto S*.

Proof Define a mapping g from S to S* by (s)g = (is)θ, where i is the
right identity of R. It is evident that g is well-defined, maps S homomor-
phically onto S*, and equals θ when restricted to R.

3. Minimum right simple congruences. If X is a right [left] neat
subset of a semigroup S and if JC is in X, then the set of all s in S such that xs
G X [sx G X] is denoted by x ι~ X]X [Xxι" \ ih the following development
the set xS Π jηSx Π X] will be denoted by x(x[' l]X) [(Xx [~ ι])x].

The following theorem of Dubreil [3, Thm. 1, p. 34] characterizes those
right neat subsets of a semigroup which are minimal.

THEOREM 3.1. In order that a right neat subset K of a semigroup S be
minimal, it is necessary and sufficient that for each k in K, k(k[~ι]K) = {k}.

Additionally we need the following results from Lefebvre concerning
semigroups possessing MRN (minimal right neat) subsets and MRΓs
(minimal right ideals).

THEOREM 3.2. Every minimal right neat subset K ofS has the following
properties:

( i ) For each k G K, there exists x G S such that kx = k.
(ii) For each a G S and for each k G K, there exists x G S such that

kax = k.
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(iii) For each k\,k2 E Kandfor each xx,x2 E.S,ifkxxx = k2x2then
kx = k2.

(iv) For each a G S9 Ka is a minimal right neat subset ofS.

Proof. [5, Properties 1, 2, 3 and Theorem 2, p. 394].

THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a semigroup with minimal right neat subsets.
Then:

( i ) Every right neat subset ofS contains a minimal right neat subset of
S.

(ii) S contains a minimal right ideal.
(iii) A ny two minimal right neat subsets ofS correspond bijectively.

Proof [5, Thm. 4, Cor. 2, and Thm. 3, pp. 394-395].

THEOREM 3.4. If a semigroup S contains a minimal right ideal, it
contains a minimal right neat subset. Moreover, the union of the minimal
right neat subsets ofS coincides with the union of the minimal right ideals of
S.

Proof [5, Theorem 7, p. 395]. It should be noted that the MRN
subsets of S are formed by taking cross-sections of the MRΓs of S. Denote
the union of the MRN subsets of S by N, and the union of the MRΓs of S by
R. That R = N follows from [5, Corollary 3, p. 395].

The next result shows the cardinality and structure relationship
between minimal right ideals of S and minimal right neat subsets of S.

COROLLARY 3.5. Let S have a minimal right ideal Then:

( i ) Every minimal right neat subset ofS is a cross-section of the set of
minimal right ideals ofS.

(ii) The number of elements in any minimal right neat subset of S
equals the number of minimal right ideals ofS.

(iii) The following are equivalent:
(A) The minimal right neat subsets ofS are mutually disjoint.
(B) The minimal right neat subsets ofS are singletons.
(C) S contains exactly one minimal right ideal.

Proof Denote the set of MRΓs of S by {Ra : a G A} for an index set
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A, and denote the set of MRN subsets of S by {Kt : i G /} for an index set

(i) By Theorem 3.4, any cross-section of {Ra : a G A) is a

subset of S. Conversely, for i in I, Kι Π i?a Φ D for each 0 in ,4. If a in ̂ 4

and A, k G Jζ Π i?α, then kRa = hRa = i?α. It follows from Theorem 3.2

(iii) that A: = h.

(ii) By Theorem 3.3 (iii), the number of elements in any Kt is inde-

pendent of i in /, and hence, by (i), is equal to \A |.

(iii) Proceeding indirectly, assume some (and hence every) Kt con-

tains more than one element, and consider the set K defined by K =

(Kt Π Ra) U (Kj\Ra), for a fixed ι,y in /, β in A. By part (i), K is a MRN

subset of 5, but K Π iζ Φ D. Thus (A) implies (B).

If the Ki's are all singletons, then by (ii), (B) implies (C).

If \A I = 1, then by (i), a cross-section of the MRI is precisely a MRN

singleton subset and therefore (C) implies (A).

The following theorem relates the MRN subsets of a semigroup S to

the right simple congruences on S.

THEOREM 3.6. Let S be a semigroup with minimal right ideals. Then:

( i ) S is a disjoint union of right neat subsets.

(ii) The decomposition ofS in (i) induces a right congruence p on S.

(iii) p can be characterized as follows. For some minimal right neat

subset K ofS and for a fixed x in K,

p = {(s,t

(Accordingly, we write p= ρx.)

(iv) ρx is right simple in that for each a, b in S there exists u in S such

that{aύ)px = bpx.

Proof (i) Let x be fixed in some MRN subset K. For each s in S, xs in

Ks implies that s G x [~1] Ks. For convenience, denote x [~1 ] Ks by [s]. Thus

(3.7) S - U {[s]: s G S}.

lf[s] Π [r] Φ D for some r and s in S, then there exists b in S such that

xb E Ks Π Kr. Hence there exists h,kinKsuch thatxb = Λsandxί? = AT.

But then by Theorem 3.2 (iii), h — x — k and so xr — xb — xs. Hence if c
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G [s] then xc = xs = ΛT, so c G [r]. Therefore [s] C [r], and similarly [r] C
[4 Hence [5] = [r] and the decomposition (3.7) is a partition of S.

Let 7 denote a set of representatives for {[s]: 5 G 5}. Thus

(3.8) s = u(w.7ey},

and this union is disjoint. For a in S and/ in 7, the set 2ζy is right neat and
so there exists z in S such that {xά)z G Jfy, i.e., az G [y] and therefore \y\ is
right neat.

(ii) Let ρx denote the equivalence relation induced on S by the
partition (3.8). If (s, t) G px and c G S, then there exists y in 7 such that 5,
/ G [y] and hence xs = JC/ = xμ. Thus xsr = JC/C = x/c, so .yc, /c G \γc].
Assuming \yc] meets [/] for yf G 7, implies by part (i) that ρx is right
compatible.

(iii) If (s, t) G ρx then xs = xt = jcy for some j in 7. Conversely,
suppose xs = Λ:/. For some y in 7, s G [y] and thus xs = xί = jcy, i.e., (s, t)

(iv) Since x G ί , a MRN subset of 5, x lies in a MRIR of S; thus xS
= /?. For any α, 6 in 5, there exists u in S such that xau = xδ since xS =
xβiS = i?. Hence by the definition of ρx, auρxb.

The following definitions will be used frequently. Let S be a semi-
group and let X be a subset of S.

(3.9) For x in 5, let pΛ = {(a, b) G S x S : xa = xb}\
(3.10) p* = {(a,b) (Ξ S x S:xa=: xb forallxin *}.

REMARK 3.11. Note that ρx = n {p. j c G l } , and that for each Λ: in
JIT, ρx is a right congruence on S. Hence, ρx is also a right congruence on S.

The above definitions are motivated by the observation that a right
simple congruence is a right group congruence if and only if it is left
cancellative. The following remark easily generalizes to the left [right]
cancellative case.

REMARK 3.12. [2, Lemma 9.49, p. 164].. Let (σ, : / G /} be the family
of all cancellative congruences on a semigroup S. Then σ = Π {σf : 1 G /}
is a cancellative congruence on S.

Since ω is a cancellative congruence on any semigroup S, the foregoing
remark shows that there exists a (unique) minimum left cancellative con-
gruence on S.

Define λ by
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(3.13) λ = {(a, b) E S x S : xa = xb for some x in S}.

It is evident that λ is a reflexive, symmetric, and left cancellative relation on
S. If σ is any left cancellative relation on S and (a, b) E λ, then xa = xb for
some x in S, so (xα, xb) Eσ. By the left cancellativity of σ, (#, 6) E σ;
therefore λ C σ. Thus if λ is a congruence on 5, then it is the minimum left
cancellative congruence on S. A major difficulty with λ is in its being
transitive for an arbitrary semigroup S.

In the following development, the approach used to overcome the
transitivity problem of λ is to fix the element x in the definition of λ. Thus
for a fixed JC in 5, λ = p*. Relabeling λ as p^ ρx (and hence px) becomes a
right congruence on S. Moreover, ρx C ρx C λ for all x in X. It remains
then to find conditions on S such that px is left compatible and right simple.
A result in this direction is the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.14. Let A be a subset of the semigroup S and let σ be a

congruence on S. Define σA by

σA = Π {σx : x E A}

where, for each x in A
σx = {(a, b)SSχS: {xa, xb) E σ}.

(1) If A is a right ideal ofS, then σA is a congruence on S.
(2) IfσA is left cancellative, then σA = σx for each xinA.
(3) If A is a minimal right ideal ofS, then σA is left cancellative if and

only if it is a right group congruence on S.

Proof (1) The relation σx is a right congruence on S for each xinA.
Thus it suffices to show that σA is left compatible since the intersection of
right congruences is a right congruence. If (a, b) E aA, then (a, b) E ax for
all x in A. If c E 5, then xc E AS Q A, so that aσxcb, that is, xcaσxcb. But
then by the definition of σx, caσx cb, i.e., (ca, cb) E σx for each x in A. Hence
(ca, cb) E aA and σA is a congruence on S.

(2) Suppose σA is left cancellative. Clearly σA C σx for all x in A.
Conversely let (a, b) E σx and j E A. Since xασxft and σ is a congruence,
then (yxα, yxb) E σ and therefore (xa, xb) E σ̂  for every/ in A, i.e., (xα,
xb) E σ,4. Since σA is left cancellative, then (a, b) E σA. Thus for each x in
Λ , ^ CσΛ C ax, i.e., σ̂  = σ*.

(3) If A is a MRI of S then xA = A for each Λ: in Λ. Suppose σA is left
cancellative. If a, b E S then for any Λ: in A, xa and ci are in A and
therefore there existsy in Λ such that xay = xό, that is, ajσ* 6. By (2) above,
ayσA b. This shows that S/oA is a right simple semigroup.
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If x is in A, then there exists y in A such that xy = x. Therefore xy2 =
xy which implies that y2σxy and hence that y2σA Y. Thus, jσ^ is an
idempotent in S/σA and therefore by Lemma 2.2 (2), σ̂  is a RGC

Conversely, if σA is a RGC on 5 then, by definition, it is a left
cancellative congruence on S.

REMARK. The converse of Theorem 3.14 (1) is false. Let S be the
additive semigroup of positive integers, and let σ= i and A = {1}. Then for
a,b G 5, {a, b) G σA if and only if (a, b) G σl9 that is, if and only if 1 + a =
1 + 6. But this last equation is true if and only if a = b and hence σA = a{

= σ = L So σA is a congruence but A is not a right ideal of S.
The converse of Theorem 3.14 (2) is also false. Consider for example,

the multiplicative semigroup of the integers modulo four, i.e., S = {0', Γ,
2', 3'}. Choose the subset {2'} of S to be A and set σ = i. Then σ̂  = σ r =
i U {(0, 2), (2, 0), (1, 3), (3, 1)}. Now (0' 2', 0' 3') G σA but (2', 3') $
σ^, i.e., σ̂  is not left cancellative.

The following special case of Theorem 3.14 is worth noting.

COROLLARY 3.15. Let A be a minimal right ideal of a semigroup S, let
σ be the identity relation on S and define ρA by equation (3.10). Then: σA =
pA. Moreover, pA is left cancellative if and only ifpA is the minimum right
group congruence on S.

Proof Certainly σA is equal to ρA. Now suppose ρA is left
cancellative. Then by part (3) of Theorem 3.14, pA is a RGC on S.

If σ is RGC on 5, then by Theorem 2.7, σ maps A onto S/σ. Hence there
exists y in A such that yσ G Es,σ. For a,b G £ such that αp^ 6, xα = xb for
all x in A. In particular then, jα = yb. Thus under σ, j<zσ = ybσ. Since jσ is
a left identity for S/σ, aσ = ίσ, that is, p^ C σ. Hence p^ is the MRGC on
S.

The converse is evident.

It is now logical to consider necessary and sufficient conditions on S
such that ρx of equation (3.9) is a congruence. The next theorem charac-
terizes those px which are left compatible.

THEOREM 3.16. Let S be a semigroup containing minimal right ideals,
let Kbea minimal right neat subset ofS and let x G K. Let Y denote a set of
representatives of the set of disjoint right neat subsets ofS. Then the relation
px, as defined by equation (3.9), is a congruence on S if and only if the
following condition is satisfied:
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(C) For each c in S and for eachy in Y, there exists u in Ysuch that x [~ι] Ky
= (xc)ι~λ] Ku.

Proof. By Remark 3.11, ρx is a right congruence on 5. Thus to prove
the theorem it suffices to show that condition (C) is necessary and sufficient
for ρx to be left compatible. Assume that ρx is a left congruence on S and let
s, t E \y] where for convenience x [~l] Ky is denoted by \y]. Thus xs = xy =
xt and therefore (s, t) E ρx. For any c in S, ρx being left compatible implies
that (cs, ct) E px. Hence there exists/ in ysuch that cs, ct E \y'\ that is, xcs
= Jccί = x/. Thus J , ί E (xc)[~l]Ky.

Conversely, let (s, t) E ρx, c E S, and assume condition (C) holds.
Since (s, t) E ρx, there existsy in Y such that xs — xt = xy. By hypothesis
then, there exists / in Y such that xcs = JCC/ = #/. This last equation
implies that cs, ct E \y\ that is, (cs, ct) E ρΛ.

THEOREM 3.17. Let Sbea semigroup containing minimal right ideals
and denote their union by R. Then the relation ρR defined by

PR = {(«, b) E S X S:ra = rbforallrin R}9

is a congruence on S. Moreover, the following are equivalent:

(1) px is a congruence for some x in R.

(2) px is a congruence for every x in R.
(3) ρx = ρR for some x in R.
(4) px = pR for every x in R.
(5) px = pyforallx,yin R.
(6) pR is the minimum right group congruence on S.

Proof By Remark 3.11, ρR is a right congruence on S with ̂ Γ = R. To
show that ρΛ is left compatible, let (a, b) E ρR and c 6 S , For any r E R,rc
is in R. Hence rα* = rcZ>, and therefore (ca, cb) E pr for all r in R.

(1) implies (3). Assume that for some x E R, px is a congruence on S.
For r G Λ there exists u E 5 such that rxw = r since rxS is the MRI of S
containing r. If (a, b) E ρx, then (wα, wZ>) E pΛ and therefore xwa = xub.
Multiplication by r yields rxua = r αΛ, i.e., m = rZ>. Hence (α, b) E p r and
therefore ρx c ρ r for all r in JR. Thus ρΛ = ρx.

(3) implies (6). There exists « E S such that xu = x and therefore xw2

= xu. Thus (M 2 , M) E pa and £ 5 / P Λ is nonempty. By part (iv) of Theorem
3.6, ρx is right simple and hence S/ρR is a right group by Lemma 2.2 (2).

Next let σ be any RGC on S. By Theorem 2.7, σ * maps xS onto S/σ and
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hence there exists e E: xS such that eσ ϊ = eσ E Es/σ, say e = JCS. If (a, b)

E p/?, then since pR is a congruence and equal to p x , (sα, sb) E ρ x . Hence

xsa = xs# and applying σ t? yields (xs #)σ = (xsb)σ9 that is, (ea)σ(eb). But by

Lemma 2.1, eσ is a left identity for S/σ and therefore ασό. Hence ρR C σ so

p* is the MRGC on S.

(6) implies (5). Let (<z, 6) E ρk for some fc in R. Then λ α = A:£ and

therefore {kά)ρR = {kb)ρR. Since pΛ is a RGC it is left cancellative and

therefore apR = 6pΛ, i.e., (α, 6) E p r for all r in i?.

(5) implies (1). Since p x = ρΓ for all x, r in i?, then ρΛ = ρx for some x

in R. By the first portion of the theorem, ρx is therefore a congruence on 5.

(5) implies (2). Since pΛ is a congruence and p x = ρy for all x, y in /?,

then pΛ = px for each JC in R, i.e., p x is a congruence for each x in R.

It is evident that (2) implies (4) and that (4) implies (5).

COROLLARY 3.18. If S is a commutative semigroup with kernel R, then

for any x in R, px is the minimum group congruence on S and Sjpx is

isomorphic to R.

Proof For every x in S, ρx is a right congruence on S and thus a

congruence on S. In particular, taking x in i?, Theorem 3.17 and its left-

right dual imply that p = ρx is the minimum right simple and left simple

congruence on S, i.e., p is the MGC on S.

The kernel R of S is also a group and if x denotes the identity of R,

then xr = xt for r, tin R if and only if r = /. Thus p̂  is one-to-one on /?, so,

by Theorem 2.7,

S/px = Sp^ = Λp^ s Λ

REMARK. The converse to the first conclusion of Theorem 3.17 is

false. For example, let 5( ) be the semigroup defined by the following

table:

c
d
e

f

c

c
d
e

f

d

d
d
d
d

e

e
d

d
d

f
f
f
f
f

The unique MRI of S is dS = fS = {d, f], so R = {d, f]. Neither pf nor pd

are congruences on 5. However, ρR is a congruence, but not a right simple

congruence on S.
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Another condition which is sufficient to insure the left compatibility of
px is given by the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.19. Let Sbea semigroup and assume there exists an x in S
and a subset AofS such that Ax = xS. Then ρx is a congruence on S, and
moreover, if A is a subsemigroup ofS, then S/px is a homomorphic image of
A.

Proof Since ρx is a right congruence on S, it suffices to show that ρx

is left compatible. Let c G S and suppose aρxb, i.e., xa = xb. There exists j>
in A such that yx = xc and therefore xca = yxa = yxb = xcb, that is,
(ca)px(cb).

Next, suppose that A is a subsemigroup of S and define the mapping θ
from A to S/ρx by

θ : a-+cρx, for all a in A,

where c is an element of S such that ax = xc. If 0 G >4 and αx = xc, αx =
x<i, where c,dE:S, then xc = xd, i.e., cp* = φ * and θ is well defined.

Iίa,b EL A then ab EA, and hence there exists an r in S such that (Λ&)X
= xr. Corresponding to a and b there exist .s, tin S such that αx = xs and 6x
= xL But then:

xr = (ab)x = α(xr) = x(tf),
and therefore rpx = (SΌP* Hence:

(α&y = rpx = (Λ)P, = (5p,X/fcc) = (flWW),
i.e., 0 is a homomorphism of ̂ 4 into S/ρx.

Lastly, for any s in S, there exists a in A such that #x = xs and
therefore 0 is a homomorphism of A onto

THEOREM 3.20. Let S be a semigroup and let I be a right ideal ofS
which contains a right identity x. Then the relation ρx defined by equation
(3.9) is a congruence on S. Moreover the following are equivalent:

(1) / is a minimal right ideal ofS.
(2) / is a group.

If this is the case then, in addition,
(3) px is the minimum right group congruence on S.
(4) px is the minimum group congruence on S.
(5) ρx = ρy for ally in R, where R is the union of all the minimal right

ideals of S.
(6) S/ρx is isomorphic to L

Proof (1) implies (2). If/is a MRI of 5, then /is a right group. If e G
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Eι then, by [1, Lemma 1.26, p. 37], e is a left identity for /. In particular, ex
= x. On the other hand, ex = e since x is a right identity for /. Hence \EX \
= 1 and therefore, by [1, Theorem 1.27, p. 38], / is a group.

(2) implies (1). For all / in /, il = /. Thus / is a MRI of S.
Now assume that / is a MRI of S.
Proof of (3). By (2), / is a group and hence also a right group.

Therefore, by Theorem 2.7, S/ρx is a homomorph of/, i.e., ρx is a RGC on
S. If (α, b) G ρΛ, then xα = xb, so (xα)σ = (xb)σ for any right congruence σ
on 5. But xσ is then a left identity for S/σ and therefore ασ = bσ, i.e., (0, 6)
G σ. Thusp* Cσ.

(4). Combining the proof of (3) with condition (2), we conclude that
px is the MGC on S.

(5). Since px is a congruence on S, it follows from Theorem 3.17 that
ρx = p for all y in i?.

(6). By (1), xS = I = Ix and hence by Theorem 3.19, S/px* is a
homomorph of/. If (z,y) G ρΛ and ι,y G /, then i = ιx =/x =y, i.e., p* is
one-to-one on /.

If a is an element of a regular semigroup S, then the set of all inverses
of a is denoted by V(a).

COROLLARY 3.21. If S is a left group, say S = G x L, wAere G is 0
group αwrf L is a left zero semigroup, then for any x G S, px is the minimum
group congruence on S and S/px is isomorphic to G.

Proof For any a in S, aS is a right ideal of S containing a. If b G aS,
then b = at for some t in & By the dual of Lemma 2.2, S is regular and thus
btf = 0#' for every f in F(ί). Since tf' is idempotent, by the dual of Lemma
2.7, tt' is a right identity for S, so bt' -a. Thus &S = aS, so αS is a MRI of S.
Therefore each element of S is contained in some MRI of S, i.e., S ~ R,
where R denotes the union of all MRΓs of S.

lie is an idempotent of S then by the above paragraph, eS is a MRI of
5, and e is a right identity since (eS)e = eS. By Theorem 3.20, eS is a group,
px = ρ Λ (=ρ 5 ) is the MRGC on S, and S/p* s eS. By Lemma 2.2 (4),

A homogroup is a semigroup S containing an ideal A which is a
subgroup of S; A is sometimes called a grow/? ίέfeα/ of S.

COROLLARY 3.22. Let Sbea homogroup, with group ideal L For every
x in /, px is the minimum group congruence on S and S/ρx is isomorphic to L
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THEOREM 3.23. Let S be a semigroup which contains a right zero. Denote
the set of all right zeros ofS by R, and define pR as in equation (3.10). Then:

(1) R is the (unique) minimal right ideal ofS.
(2) Every right simple homomorph ofS is a right zero semigroup.

(3) ρR is a congruence on S.
(4) IfρR is right simple then it is the minimum right group congruence

on S, and S/ρR is isomorphic to R.

Proof. The proof of (1) is evident. For (2), let σ be any right simple

congruence on S. By Theorem 2.7, the induced homomorphism σ* maps R

onto S/σ and therefore σ is a RZC.

(3) By Remark 3.11, it suffices to show that pR is left compatible. For

any c in S and r in R, re E R. Thus if apR b, then (rc)a = (rc)b for all c in S,

r in R. Hence (ca, cb) E pr for all r in R so (ca, cb) E pR.

(4) If ρR is right simple, then since r2pRr for all r in /?, pr is a RGC. If

σ is any RGC on S and (a, b) E ρ Λ , then ra = rδ for r in i? implies that (rα,

rZ>) E σ. But r2 — r implies that rσ E Es/σ and therefore rσ is a left identity

for S /σ. Thus ασό and pΛ C σ.

Lastly, if (s, /) E ρΛ and s, t E R then .s = rs = rί = t for all r in R.

Thus pΛΊ is one-to-one on R and p ^ maps R isomorphically onto S/ρR.

•

For comparison, recall that in Corollary 2.8, S having a left zero

implied that the MRGC on S was ω.

The next theorem is closely related to Theorem 3.17 in that ρR is

assumed to be the MRGC on S and the structure of S is then determined.

THEOREM 3.24. Let S be a semigroup containing minimal right ideals

and denote the union of the minimal right ideals of S by R. Suppose the

relation ρR on S defined by

PR = {{a,b) e S x S: ra = rbforallr E R)
is the minimum right group congruence on S. Then:

(1) Es Φ U.
(2) Every minimal right ideal ofS is isomorphic to S/ρR.
(3) Each equivalence class A of ρR contains a unique minimal right

neat subset ofS, that is, A contains exactly one element of each minimal right
ideal ofS.

(4) Let B be an index set for the collection of minimal right neat subsets
ofS specified in (3). Then pR can be characterized as follows:

PR = {(* b) E S X 5 : Kta = Ktbfor each iin B).

Proof For convenience, pR will be denoted by p in this proof.
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(1) Let ep G ES/P. Since S/p is right simple, ep is a right neat subset
of S and hence contains a MRN subset of S meeting each MRI of S. Let x
G / Π ep for some MRI, /, of S. Since x G ep, then xx = xe and therefore

= Λ: 3. But ep is a left identity for S/p and hence (ex)px9 which implies
= x2. Combining this with xex = x 3 yields JC2 = JC3. Since x2l — I9

then to each Λ: in / Π ep there corresponds u in / such that c2 w = x Thus
x = χ2u = JC3W = JC(JC2K) = x 2 .

Sox G Es and in particular, JC is a left identity for /.
(2) Let / be a MRI of S and let x be a left identity element of /. For

any i in /, il = / and hence, since J?7 ^ D, / is a right group. By Theorem
2.7, /is mapped onto S/p by the natural homomorphism pϊ. If a, b G / and
βpό, then xα = xb. But x is a left identity for / and therefore p is the identity
relation on /, i.e., / s S/p.

(3) Let αp be any p-class of S and suppose that i,j E. I Π ap, where /
and x are as defined in (2). Since ρ — ρx, then xί — xj = xa. Since JC is a left
identity for /, i = y = xa, that is, |/ Π ap\ = 1. Hence αp contains exactly
one cross-section of the MRΓs of S.

(4) If (a, b)' G p then xa = xi for all Λ: in i?. Hence for each / in B and
for each x in iζ, xα = xb, i.e., ΛΓfα = K(b.

Conversely, ifa,bGS are such that Kta = JSΓ, 6 for each / in 5, then
there exist h, k in Kt such that Aα = kb and therefore, by Theorem 3.2 (iii),
A = A:. Thus ha = Λ& for each / in 5 and for each h in J^. By (3), R =
U {#,: i in 5}. Thus ha = Λδ for each A in jR, i.e., (a, b) G p.

The following result is a partial converse to Theorem 3.24.

THEOREM 3.25. Let S be a semigroup containing minimal right ideals.
Assume that for some minimal right neat subset K ofS, and for some x in K,
px satisfies the following two conditions.

(1) Each px -class ofS contains a unique minimal right neat subset of
S.

(2) If (a, b) G px, then Ha = Hb, where H is any of the unique
minimal right neat subsets from condition (1).

Then px is the minimum right group congruence on S.

Proof Let C be the set of MRN subsets of S provided by hypothesis
(1). Index C by a set B, say C = {Kέf : / G B). Thus B is also an index set for
the px -classes of S. We first show that:

(3.26) R = U {Ki : i G 5},

where R denotes the union of all MRΓs of S. Clearly the right side of (3.26)
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is contained in the left. Conversely, if r G JR, then r lies in some MRN
subset of S.

Since ρx is a right congruence on S, it remains to show that ρx is left
compatible. By (3.26), x in K implies that x G Kt for some i in 5. Let (a, b)
G p* and c G 5. The set ΛΓ̂  is a MRN subset by Theorem 3.2 (iv), and
hence, by hypothesis (2), Ktca = Ktcb. But then by Theorem 3.2 (iii), xca
= xcb and therefore px is a congruence. Moreover, by Theorem 3.17 (6), ρx

is the MRGC on S.

At this point it would seem natural to ask if the existence of MRN
subsets is a necessary and sufficient condition for a minimum right simple
congruence to exist. The necessity of this condition is an open question,
whereas this condition is not sufficient. Consider, for example, the full
transformation semigroup Tx on the set X = {1, 2}. The constant trans-
formations of X form a MRI of Tx, say R, but the only right simple
congruences on Tx are i and ω. In fact pR = i.
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